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Accelerator Division Mission Accelerator Division Mission 

Ensure highest availability of TRIUMF accelerators to 
maximize scientific productivity.
Pursue new accelerator facilities at TRIUMF.
Advance our core competencies, create a world-class R&D 
program and transfer our knowledge to industry.
Maintain existing and establish new collaborations in national 
and international projects.
Establish a strong graduate student program in Accelerator 
Physics and Engineering, in collaboration with Canadian 
universities.



Planning Accelerator OperationsPlanning Accelerator Operations

Beam Delivery
Beam Development
Maintenance activities



Planning Beam DeliveryPlanning Beam Delivery
Experiment receives Stage 1 approval.
Beam Strategy Committee: looks at long and short-term strategy and 
balance between capability development and beam delivery. 
Experiment is allocated shifts (Stage 2 approval). 
Beam schedule is set by Science Division in collaboration with 
Accelerator Division. Most recent schedule includes explicitly start-up 
shifts for each experiment and development shifts. 
Experiment gets safety approval. 
Beam properties request and technical forms are submitted to Beam 
Delivery Team. 
Beam Liaison Physicist meets with experimenters to discuss run plan. 



Procedure Overview







Planning Beam DevelopmentPlanning Beam Development
Beam Development shifts aimed towards: 
• development of new rare isotope beams
• development of new accelerator capabilities 

Typically 24 hours per month allocated to cyclotron beam 
development and another 24 hours per month to ISAC yield 
measurements.
Additional shifts are allocated as required. 
Examples: actinide target test, CSB commissioning. 
Present Beam Development allocation deemed sufficient 
given resources and pressure for beam delivery. 



Planning Maintenance ActivitiesPlanning Maintenance Activities
Maintenance activities critical for the continued impressive availability 
of TRIUMF accelerators (>90%), and for enabling upgrade plans.  
Must be optimally managed in coordination with beam delivery. 
Categories of maintenance: 
• Short-term: Mostly reacting to recent faults, also routine 

(preventative) component.
• Shut-downs: Preventative maintenance and refurbishing.

Short-term maintenance: The historic model of weekly scheduled (for 
8 hours) every Wednesday is changing. 
Shut-downs: Detailed schedule is developed with the help from 
Engineering Division Planning office. 





An Accelerator Division retreat was held in September 2008 with focus on: 
Strategy for increased availability of RIBs.

Goals: 
To review and rethink our strategy for maximum scientific output, and
to position ourselves for the next 5-year plan.  

Highlights of the discussions: 
Optimize operations rhythm for RIB delivery:
- longer uninterrupted periods of beam delivery
- enhanced planning of weekly maintenance activities
Requires advanced planning of maintenance and repair tasks. 
Wednesday is no longer a “maintenance day” by default. 

This new paradigm results in better planning of maintenance activities and higher 
experimental productivity. 

Changes will allow better management and control of our 5-year plan deliverables.   

Paradigm Shift in Accelerator Operations Paradigm Shift in Accelerator Operations 



Accelerator Division Programs and Accelerator Division Programs and 
ProjectsProjects

In addition to Accelerator Operations, the Division’s other 
commitments include: 

Developing new infrastructure on-site
Enhancing our core competencies (Targets/Ion Sources 
and Superconducting RF)
Maintaining/expanding national and international 
collaborations



Planning External CollaborationsPlanning External Collaborations
TRIUMF’s broad accelerator expertise is sought world-wide.

Criteria for participating in an external collaboration: 

1. Enables Canadian physicists participation in international 
collaborations 

2. Aligned with core competencies of Accelerator Division 
3. Pushes technology - transfer to Canadian industry 
4. Fits within division/lab resource envelope. 

Several MoU’s are in place, most recently from: 
CERN-SPL (Switzerland), VECC (India), CIAE (China), GSI (Germany),  
FNAL (USA), RIKEN (Japan). 



Accelerator Division Deliverables in Accelerator Division Deliverables in 
FY09 (April 2009 FY09 (April 2009 –– March 2010)March 2010)

• ISAC-II Phase II heavy ion linac
– High beta cavities, SEBT1/3B beamlines

• Cyclotron Refurbishing
– Vertical injection line, Vault cabling, BL1A, RF

• ISAC target/source development
– Conditioning station, FEBIAD development, Quick 

services disconnect, New ECR source
• SRF development

– 1.3GHz upgrade/prototype, SPL prototype
• VECC MOU

– Injector cryomodule – design and build
– Setup for Injector beam tests



Accelerator Division Priorities Accelerator Division Priorities 
for FY09for FY09

1. Produce Science: Deliver beam to the users at the highest 
availability.  

2. Meet contractual obligations of the present 5YP: Complete 
ISAC-II Phase II project. 

3.

e-linac, develop SRF capability at 1.3 GHz/qualify PAVAC, 
VECC collaboration. 

Pursue new facilities at TRIUMF
Advance our core competencies
Expand collaborations 



Priorities guide workload inside and Priorities guide workload inside and 
outside the Divisionoutside the Division

Ex.: Setting MS and DO priorities



This coming year (FY09) is used to select and setup the 
tools required to plan and track our activities in the next 5YP.

Individual and an overall resource-loaded schedules will be 
used for the Division’s projects and programs. 

Bridge to the next 5YPBridge to the next 5YP



SummarySummary
The Accelerator Division’s multiple and ambitious 
commitments often lead to competition for resources. 
Careful and early planning is necessary to effectively manage 
the various activities. 
We plan to initiate discussions across divisions for lab-wide 
resource allocation.  
We are well on the way to a method of prioritizing our 
activities. 

“In preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless, but planning is 
indispensable.”

Dwight David Eisenhower



Three new accelerator infrastructure initiatives:
• e-linac photofission driver
• new proton beamline
• new target station(s) to exploit the above facilities  

Establish world-leadership in SRF / Partner with industry

Expand collaborations

Establish a strong graduate student program in accelerator science 
and technology

Accelerator Initiatives of the 5YPAccelerator Initiatives of the 5YP


